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ABSTRACT

Modern requirements for TMDE system diagnostics have led to the use of advanced
computer testing methods which provide increased diagnostics power to the engineer and
expanded functional operations for technicians. This paper describes these advanced
computer testing methods of using hardware computer bus monitors which are human
interfaced to allow routine operation and use of complicated computer and peripheral
diagnostics by relatively low-training level technicians. This is a diagnostics support
system which provides significant value through the human engineering, assurance of fix,
and readiness of equipment. Real-time diagnostics monitoring during system operation is
an operational feature which is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The incorporation of modern avionics and weapon technology has spawned the need for
improved test measurement and diagnostic equipment within the TMDE community. Many
sophisticated TMDE systems are as complex as the equipment they are designed to test.
Because the TMDE itself is complex, it must also have a significant capability in internal
built-in-test (BIT). This capability requirement adds further to the cost. As the requirement
for BIT increases, so does the need for system managers to have the capability to monitor
performance and readiness, to effectively maintain the TMDE and to minimize technician
training requirements.

An analysis recently performed by SAI showed that there is no single integrated
diagnostics control system in existence. This glaring problem area causes increased costs
and reduced overall readiness. What is missing is a hierarchical control scheme which
provides an optimum test signal and diagnostics interface to maximize utility and minimize
training.



One of the major problem areas that must be addressed is that of Fault Isolation (FI) of the
TMDE and automated calibration instrument itself. This topic deserves special attention
because of the importance of operability in mission readiness. Most such TMDE usually
have functional BIT, but do not provide any significant degree of fault isolation to specific
circuit boards, memory planes, or I/O ports within the system. Fault Isolation capabilities
must be developed to allow easy user interaction capabilities as well as a record keeping
function to allow for future data conciliation and generic equipment analysis.

In assessing TMDE problem areas, it is paramount that we recognize one serious flaw in
the design of most systems in use today; that of human user interface. Most such systems
are designed to provide only rudimentary user interfaces which do not allow significant
query capabilities nor do they allow for any ad hoc diagnostic improvements to be
developed by the operators or system managers. The equipment is programmable in the
sense that different functional tests can be developed, on the system under test, but they
cannot be programmed to provide a data base that falls below the functional level of test.
There needs to be a way to access memory, data bases and input/output levels before true
meaningful performance measurements can be obtained.

TMDE Signal Interface Requirement

The access to metrology data which is collected in an automated TMDE or calibration
item is often difficult due to the digital form. The test engineer can input standard signals
for calibration, but cannot in all cases observe the measured value which is perceived by
the master controller building block. Removal of the building block from the system may
be a solution in some cases for calibration of the building block. A better solution would
be to test in situ and use the values obtained from the system bus. There is therefore an
identified requirement that an interface be provided for the test engineer to obtain the
system perceived values for a standard input. In order to perform this operational
monitoring a series of values from a number of building blocks should be collected during
system operational tests as well as individual building block tests. The following features
are required to allow the performance of metrology operational monitoring:

• menu control of operation
• well defined operational sequences
• transient recording of digital values leading up to a defined event
• displays of system health and performance monitoring reports
• subsystem and building block access
• command and display of response
• history file of performance statistics
• recording of results in permanent form



Bus Testing Requirement

Automated TMDE and calibration equipment operates by using a central controller to
access control and display results from subsystems and building blocks. Generally test
equipment is being manufactured with a bus to provide the communication between the
controller and building blocks. The standard for this is the IEEE 488 bus. The testing and
calibration of equipment requires that the communications on any bus be tested to ensure
that signals are properly sent, routed and received. A bus tester is therefore required which
can test the bus, check building block interfaces, and check the controller for valid
operation.

Diagnostics Requirement

The central control of an item is generally performed by a digital minicomputer which must
be fully checked-out and operationally verified to ensure that the control and interpretation
of data is proper. If a disk drive is used to store in real-time, overlay or transfer programs
or data then the disk subsystem as well as the minicomputer must be tested. Diagnostic
programs are the typical method of verifying computer and disc subsystems. The test
engineer requires an adequate human interface to run, control and interpret the diagnostic
results. In many cases a recurring but transient problem may require that diagnostics be run
for long periods before errors recur. In this case, automatic control of diagnostics would
allow the engineer to perform other activities or to run the diagnostics overnight. At the
other extreme of testing a top level diagnostic must be provided when the system is not
capable of running diagnostics. Such a top level system would test basic computer chip
operations and verify interfaces to all required circuit boards.

Fault Isolation Requirements

The test engineer is typically faced with a large task if an item is performing improperly
but there are no external clues to the source of the error. The bus test and the diagnostics
control operations can provide operational checks of the central controller, the
interconnecting bus, and the interface response of individual building blocks. The fault
isolation requirement is that a further level of testing be provided to probe each building
block of the system to determine if operation is proper. This fault isolation must be carried
on at the system level since the problem may not be resolved by an individual block-by-
block test.

MICRODIAGNOSTIC METHODS

A complete analysis of the potential for use of microdiagnostics in TMDE self-test
requires that all microdiagnostic approaches be considered and that analysis be conducted



* “Resource Module” is used to indicate a functional test element of a TMDE system, e.g., a
microprocessor controlled spectrum analyzer.

in a broader framework of an analysis of TMDE in general. The following areas of
microcode should be considered: embedded extension of instruction set, separate
processor for microcode operation, and microcode monitors. Each of these have their own
advantages and disadvantages, the embedded microdiagnostic due to its minimal impact on
hardware changes, the separate processor because of its extended functions and operation
to diagnose target processor faults, and the external monitor because of ease-of-interface
to the overall systems controller, resource modules* and bus, plus ease of human interface.

Embedded Microdiagnostics

Embedded microdiagnostics is defined as changes to the microcode of a processor to
facilitate diagnosis. These can either extend the instruction set to include new machine
language commands which makes it easier to implement diagnostic software or, more
appropriately, directly implement diagnostic procedures as microcode with both automatic
and/or external activation of these directly implemented microcode-based diagnostic
procedures. Automatic activation could occur any number of ways, e.g., via fault
detection, via periodic scheduling, following power-up etc. External activation would
typically be achieved using a special signal line, combination of existing signal lines, or a
special machine language instruction.

The SAI planned terminal for the Ground Launched Cruise Missile provides an example of
automatically activated embedded microdiagnostics. This terminal is based upon the 2901
bit-slice architecture and is microcoded to emulate Data General Nova commands for
normal operation. A microdiagnostics capability is provided to do an extensive
microdiagnostic test upon power up of the terminal to diagnose possible faults in all
conditional code registers, test I/O interrupts, control the NTDS interface loopback test,
perform a memory pattern test, verify memory address checksum operations, check
internal registers, and check shifter command circuitry.

The operator may choose a human interaction to verify the keyboard and display
operations. The noninteractive components of the microdiagnostics are also performed on
a continuous basis by performing a 500 microsecond segment of the diagnostics whenever
the input buffer has been idle for 10 seconds. Hardware requirements for the
microdiagnostics are minimal since only ROM and temporary storage registers were added
to the system.



Separate Processor/Equipment

There are two versions of separate microdiagnostics hardware which should be
considered. These are: a separate built-in processor for microcode execution of special
built-in fault detection/diagnostic logic. The separate processor would eliminate the need
to modify the microcode of the main processor. Special built-in fault detection/diagnostic
logic would be attached at key points in circuits for continuous (and fast) monitoring of
various nodes in a circuit/bus being tested. The fault detection logic, for example, would
use either read-only memory (ROM) or programmable logic arrays (PLAs). ROM inputs
(addresses) would be derived from the proper clock/strobe, and the outputs from the ROM
would be compared with expected values of nodes in the circuit. A mismatch would
typically trigger a fault-light or a diagnostic routine. This approach has the advantage that
it can monitor things continuously (catches low frequency “glitches”), it is inexpensive,
and it can check “fast” logic. The advantage of PLAs is that you can program rather
complex fault equations. PLAs are as fast or faster than ROMs and they are competitive in
price. For the same result, less wires would be needed and little or no external digital logic
need be added to the PLA, which is not true of the ROM approach!

Microcode Monitors

The microcode monitor class of microdiagnostics are programmable, human interfaced
logic analyzers which are personalized for the processor under test. The hardware
requirements are greater, but the system level interface for self-test is maximized by
including a microcode monitor in the system. The microcode monitor can also be used for
testing of bus operations.

An example of the microcode monitor is the Advanced Computer Tester (act-1) built by
Loral Data Systems. The device uses a hardware personality board to monitor microcode
instructions to provide breakpoint logic and control, to save register, memory bus, data bus
and microaddress bus information, and to make external memory substitution. The
hardware interface of the act-1 is microprocessor controlled and provides inspection and
modification of computer operation in real-time through the personality interface and its
controlling microprocessor. A typical application would be to program the act-1 to perform
breakpoint logic on microcode signals. When fault conditions occur the act-1 then
automatically performs diagnostics loaded from its integral cartridge tape system.

Microdiagnostics Summary

All areas of microdiagnostics will have their niche in serving the TMDE world. The
systems coming online in the next decade will include various forms of built-in-test and
internal microdiagnotics. However, there is a crucial requirement for TMDE and



diagnostics support of existing systems. For example, there are over 2,000 AN/UYK-20
computers in Navy systems and another 2,000 programmed for installation. These
minicomputers were designed prior to the advent of built-in-test concepts but operational
readiness must be maintained for these systems to operate. The act-1 approach has been
selected as the key approach to supporting current diagnostic control requirements for
systems which have been designed without built-in-test capability because of the
adaptability to the various computer buses and the high degree of human interface
obtainable.

act-1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION

act-1 is a microprocessor-controlled, transparent system which provides the ability to
inspect, modify and correlate computer operations in real-time. It will perform functional
tests, analyze software, provide breakpoint analysis, memory mapping, instruction trace
and allow the user to inspect or change the memory and registers of a computer with no or
minimum interruption of computer or system operations.

act-1 is user-programmable and capable of completely controlling and monitoring the
computer under  test. Commands are extended via the front-panel keypad, external
keyboard or magnetic tape while requested data and/or status data is displayed on the self-
contained cathode-ray tube. The operator interface features a simplified instruction set
which provides a powerful test capability. Ten display pages provide a wide range of
capabilities for diagnostic testing, programing, and monitoring of computer operations.

A self-contained magnetic tape cartridge drive provides the capability to load or store
diagnostic or operational programs. Controllers for interfacing to a teletype, paper tape
reader, paper tape punch, and a line printer are also provided.

Versatility is provided by the Personality Module which is the primary interface to the
computer under test. This module compensates for timing and control signal differences
present in various types of computers. A unique Personality Module is provided for the
specific computer to be tested. Because of this capability to interface with different
computers by changing Personality Cards, training is required only once. Thereafter, the
operator employs the same act-1 commands regardless of the computer being tested.

Hardware integration time is reduced by providing engineers with logic analyzer
capabilities via the Clip Probe, real-time data stacking on input and output ports, single
key-stroke commands for entering and executing software drivers, programmable
hardware breakpoints on either computer bus or external signals, four programmable
synchronizing pulse outputs, data masking and cycling through micro-memory operations.



Software integration time is reduced by providing programmers with memory editing
commands, real-time transparent breakpoints, real-time program execution, three real-time
programmable data stacks, programmable trace capabilities, memory mapping, program
disassembly, hard copy capabilities, magnetic tape storage and paper tape interfacing.
With the act-1 programmers can create commands, displays and special purpose functions
tailored to their particular application.

Production test time is reduced by providing test personnel with the ability to store
commands on tape and then execute these commands from the tape. Thus, an entire
acceptance test procedure (ATP) can be created and used for unattended automatic testing.

Field support personnel can use the same procedure to create diagnostic test tapes for
quick isolation of operational failures and to design test procedures for field maintenance
programs. Field engineers are provided with an instrument small enough to be portable and
easily interfaced with more than one computer system. An act-1 coupled with diagnostic
test tapes and Personality Cards provides the field engineer with the capability to quickly
isolate and repair problems in the field, thereby reducing equipment repair time.

Physically, the act-1 is 16.75 inches wide, 22 inches deep, 6.5 inches high and weighs less
than 40 pounds. With the keyboard pedestal option, it is 11 inches high and weighs 40
pounds.

act-1 OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION

The act-1 is a microprocessor-based system which is controlled by firmware resident on
the microprocessor module. The microprocessor performs two major functions. The first is
to interpret and implement the command and page variables programmed by the operator
and the second is to display the data obtained from these commands. It should be noted
that the microprocessor does not perform any of the real-time operations such as detecting
a breakpoint, detecting an illegal address or stacking data. These functions are performed
by hardware and the microprocessor only displays the results. Because of this, the real-
time data gathering capabilities of the act-1 are not dependent on microprocessor speeds.
Indeed, the act-1 was designed in this manner to allow operation at the high speeds
required by modern real-time minicomputers. Note also that the act-1 system clock is
generated on the Personality Module. In fact, this clock is derived from the the clock of the
computer under test. Therefore, the act-1 system clock is automatically adjusted to the
speed required by the particular computer under test. The Personality Module contains not
only the hardware interface but also the firmware necessary to perform the console display
and disassembler functions. Therefore, interfacing the act-1 commands is functionally the
same regardless of which type of computer is connected. The operator need not spend time 



learning new operating procedures, but instead is online immediately to utilize the act-1 as
an aid to becoming familiar with the new computer.

As can be seen from the Figure 1 block diagram, the microprocessor communicates with
the act-1 hardware through its own address data bus. The Microprocessor Module,
Interface Module, CRT Interface Module and Keyboard provide the operator with the
display and peripheral interface capabilities of the act-1. The Breakdpoint Logic Module,
External Memory Modules, Stack and Memory Map Module,Clip Probe and Personality
Module hardware provides the transparent real-time operating capabilities of the act-1.
The Microprocessor initializes the hardware in these modules and then waits for an
interrupt. Once the computer under test is put into the Run Mode, the hardware in these
modules monitors the computer buses under control of the computer generated clock. The
Breakpoint Logic Module monitors up to four 16-bit busses, the Computer Memory
Access Bus (CMA), the Computer Data Bus (CDATA), the Computer Micromemory
Address Bus (MMA) and the Instruction Register Bus (IR). If a breakpoint is detected, a
halt signal is sent to the Personality Module which halts the computer under test before the
next clock pulse. The Personality Module also generates a halt interrupt to the
Microprocessor to update the display. Three buses, the CMA Bus, CDATA Bus and Clip
Data Bus from the Clip Probe, are monitored by three 1k-word memory stacks on the
Stack and Memory Map Module. Data can be put into the stack at each clock time or the
stack can be conditioned to accept data only during certain clock cycles. The Memory
Map portion of the Stack and Memory Map hardware monitors the Computer Memory
Address (CMA) Bus. When an illegal address is detected, a halt signal is generated
through the Personality Card. The Memory Map Logic also generates the signals necessary
to enable the External Memory Modules which may be used to replace the computer under
test memory.

A typical operational sequence would be as follows: the operator enters a command
through the Keyboard signaling the Interface Logic which generates an interrupt to the
Microprocessor. The vectored interrupt is serviced by the firmware which provides
operator feedback to the CRT through the CRT Interface Module. The firmware also
interprets the command and programs the hardware to execute the operation. For instance,
if the command is a magnetic tape, paper tape or line printer operation, the Microprocessor
will initialize the proper I/O port on the Interface Logic Module and complete the data
transfer. If the command is to set up a breakpoint, the Microprocessor programs the
comparators and other hardware on the Breakpoint Logic Module which will monitor one
of the four 16-bit buses during a Run Break Mode. If the command requires a test
computer operation, the Microprocessor interacts with the firmware on the Personality
Module which generates the control signals and initializes the proper bus interfaces to the
computer under test.



Figure 1.  Functional Block Diagram

REQUIREMENTS/act-1 APPLICATION

The feasibility and utility of using the act-1 to support testing and integration, operational
monitoring, software debugging and maintenance, and hardware diagnosis at field
operational sites has been assessed. Requirements particular to each of these four support
areas are identified and are used to evaluate the act-1. The evaluation identifies which
requirements can be supported by the act-1 and how they can be supported, and considers
preparational factors such as operator -training, software development, and test procedure
design which affect the utility of using the act-1 as an advanced test measurement and
diagnostic equipment (TMDE).

The requirements were developed by compiling a general support requirements “wish list”
and by selecting those requirements which reasonably apply to test measurement and
diagnostic equipment (TMDE). The selection was comprehensive in that it spanned the
major support areas of software debugging and maintenance, hardware diagnosis, and
operational monitoring as well as test and integration. For the purpose of definition and
description, the requirements were divided into five groups as follows:



• software debugging and maintenance
• hardware diagnosis
• operational monitoring
• testing and integration
• miscellaneous

The first three groups are concerned with support of already operational systems. The
fourth group, testing and integration, applies to development and acceptance of new
subsystems and capabilities. The miscellaneous requirements group is simply an
aggregation of requirements not conforming to any of the first four categories yet which
were relevant to the evaluation. Four factors were used on a requirement-by-requirement
basis to evaluate the feasibility of using the act-1 for TMDE support in those five areas.
They were:

• nature of the task specified by the requirement
• basic act-1 capability/usability relative to the requirement
• minimum pre-usage preparational effort/cost
• potential minimum user expertise/sophistication

The results of the requirement-by-requirement appraisal are summarized in Table I. In
Table I, a 5-star scale is used with five stars being the most desirable. For tool capability/
usability, one star means not suitable or usable, three stars means ok or usable, and five
stars means well suited. For the minimum pre-usage preparational effort/cost and the
potential minimum user sophistication/expertise columns, the ratings 1-, 3-, and 5-stars
respectively correspond to extensive, intermediate and minimal. Minimal preparational
effort and minimal sophistication are most desirable and therefore rate five stars.

SUMMARY

This paper is an introduction to the concept of the use of diagnostic control by external
hardware to control diagnostics, to provide operational monitoring, to support test
engineers and to minimize the level of training required to maintain a high level of
equipment readiness. Microdiagnostics, external built-in-test, and a bus monitor device
(the act-1) were discussed and the act-1 evaluated in detail to access its potential for
software maintenance, hardware maintenance, operational monitoring and integration
testing. The results are that the act-1 is highly effective for all these areas of application.

The potential for real-time monitoring and fault isolation during brief slack periods of real-
time operations and the human interface potential can be singled-out as significant areas
for exploitation in the TMDE world.



Table I.  Feasibility Appraisal

act-1
Capability/
Usability

Minimum
Preparational
Effort/Cost

Potential
Minimum User
Sophistication

Software Debugging and
Maintenance

Software loading
Software patching
PROM burner interface
Hardware diagnostic execution
Hardware configuration checking
System timing verification
Event logging
I/O simulation
Status snapshoting/logging
Software assertion checking
Completeness checking

XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX
XXXXX
XXX
XXX

XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXXXX
X
X

XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXXXX
X
X

Hardware Diagnostic

Configuration checking
Equipment exercise
Diagnostic execution
Temperature cycle testing
Failure conditions simulation
Status snapshoting/logging
Error rate detection and archiving
Peripheral access monitoring
Timing verification

XXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX
XXX
XXXXX
XXXXX

XXX

Operational Support

Performance baselining
Performance monitoring
Incipient failure detection
Problem localization
Monitor timing
Verify message formats
Verify synchronization
Accumulate user statistics

XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX

X
X
X
XXX
XXX
XXX
X
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXXXX
XXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX



Accumulate decoder statistics
Accumulate error rate statistics
Provide signal monitoring interface
Verify activities of localized
interprocessors
Status logging
Support user identification

XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX

XXXXX
XXXXX
XXX

XXX
XXX
XXX

X
XXX
XXX

XXXXX
XXXXX
XXXXX

XXX
XXXXX
XXX

Testing and Integration

Module/subsystem checkout
Performance baselining
Performance measuring
Technical requirements verification
Operational requirements verification

XXXXX
XXX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XXX
X
X
X
X

XXX
XXX
XXX
X
X

Miscellaneous

Ease of use
Portability

XXXXX
XXX

XXXXX
X

XXXXX
XXXXX


